ESC Digital Summit 2019
5 - 6 October
Tallinn, Estonia
What is it?

Unique event with interactive format bringing together world leaders in digital health and cardiovascular medicine to chart the way forward.
Who is it for?

- Clinicians
- Key opinion leaders
- Technology entrepreneurs
- Pharmaceuticals and medical device executives
- Information and communications technology (ICT) professionals

Limited seats available
Why attend?

• Help shape the future of cardiology
• Discover the very latest innovations in digital health
• Forge new networks to launch your own cutting-edge projects
• Exchange ideas in debates, TED-style talks, and round-table discussions
Scientific Programme

Plenary Sessions not to miss!

- Opening Plenary Session - Key Note Lecture “The Future is Now”
- Closing Plenary Session - Featuring Key Note Lecture “Digital Healthcare in Europe 2029”

Main Sessions

Ted-Talk style presentations

- The digital patient; the digital doctor and clinic; the digital nurse
- Risk prediction & communication; Omics in the 21st century; Wearables tell it all
- Cybersecurity
Main Sessions

Big Debates

- Wearables and mobile Apps: Precision Medicine or the Emperor’s New Clothes?
- Man vs Machine: will Artificial Intelligence replace Human Intelligence?
- RCTs are the best tool for the evaluation of innovative technology solutions

Experts Panels

- Augmented, Mixed and Virtual Reality in Medicine
- EMR and Big Data - Design for compelling user experience - Phenotypic clustering
- Developing an inter-operable digital health ecosystem: learning from Estonia
- Cybersecurity
Scientific Programme

Roundtable Discussions

• The role of artificial intelligence and machine learning in Healthcare: Ethics and Practice
• Can we integrate health and social care using digital technology?
• Preparing the healthcare workforce for the digital future
• In silico clinical trials (drugs, devices, industry & regulatory)
• Speeding up implementation: from innovation through regulation to reimbursement
• Reimagining the future of hospitals, cities & communities in the digital age
Scientific Programme

Technology and Innovation Area

• A dedicated area for presentation, discussions and exchange in a dynamic setting.
• The Programme Committee will select 4 top technologies to be presented in a “dragon’s den” session.

Call for Technology and Innovation

• If you’re developing or implementing novel digital health solutions, we have a forum for you to present, exchange, make connections and promote your work, receive recognition and precious feedback from key opinion leaders in the field.
• Submit to the 2019 ESC Digital Health Call for Technology and Innovation until the 14 June.
• Applications will be collected and reviewed through ONE call for both ESC Congress 2019 in Paris and ESC Digital Summit in Tallinn. Submissions may be selected for both events.
Key dates

• Call for Technology and Innovation: 14 June
• Early registration: 5 August
• Late registration: 8 September
• Last minute registration: 26 September

www.escardio.org/Digital-Summit